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Abstract
This paper presents a framework of a new word
alignment process that can be used in an SMT
development. The method was designed to include the
quality of using dictionary as prior knowledge and the
ability of co-occurrence to fill unknown words. The
alignment method is split into two separated steps: firstly,
the dictionary-based step to guarantee the accurate wordaligning and secondly, co-occurrence-based step to handle
the unknown word. In the dictionary-based step, similarity
score is exploited to effectively handle partial unknown
words. By testing the proposed framework against the
renowned GIZA, we applied an alignment model from both
systems to MOSES for proving its usefulness in a practical
machine translation usage and exploited a BLEU score as
a measurement. The case study in this work focused on
Thai to English translation. The testing results showed that
the best setting of the proposed method can overrun the
result of GIZA IBM model-4 by 2.09 BLEU points.
Keywords: Word Alignment, Machine Translation, Bilingual
Dictionary, Prior Knowledge, Hybrid Approach

I. Introduction
A word alignment is a basic tool to identify the same concept
of a word from two texts. It is used widely in several NLP
applications, such as machine translation, question-answering,
information extraction and summarization. For an application
such as statistical machine translation (SMT), an alignment is
the core process to signify the translation capability and the key
to correctness of translation result. The renowned approach of
word alignment in SMT,
GIZA - a statistical machine translation toolkit [1], exploits
a co-occurrence based technique by using found evidence in a
parallel corpus. This approach currently has been favoured by
the simplicity, coverage of words based on given corpus, and
acceptable accuracy for decades. Many MT applications and
researches mainly applied this approach of word alignment and
they can publicly be used in practice, for example Google
translation [2] [3] and Kantan machine translation [4].
However, the incorrect translation results of SMT from

several systems have been reported from [5] [6] [7] and the
wrong aligned word pairs in training process caused most of
them. Since the co-occurrence focuses mainly be the frequency
of co-existing word from parallel sentences in the given
corpora, there are some miss-leading situations to align
inappropriate words, which are not a translation to each other
but frequently occurred to each other. This issue becomes
worse for the explicitly disputative pattern of language pairs
such as English-Thai translation, which belongs to a different
language family [8]. For example, there is no article, no
inflection to express plurality and tense, and no word-order
conversion to express questioning pattern in Thai while
English sentences are rich with these words and patterns are
rich in. Moreover, the polysemous words and words shorten in
forms which are often used in Thai natural language often lead
to wrong co-relate statistic. Thus, the translation result of such
language pairs from SMT is always low in accuracy as reported
in several previous researches [9] [10] [11] [12].
To evidence the aforementioned reports, GIZA was tested
with 130,000 pairs of sentence corpus and aligned result of
random sentence is exemplified in Fig. 1 to demonstrate the
inaccurately aligned word by co-occurrence. From the Fig. 1,
several assigned words are obviously incorrect.
For instance, Thai word “ได้ (literal: capable to)” is often coexisted with English word “in” since the Thai word is a word
frequently used in many situations referring to 1) be capable to,
2) action of receiving, 3) indicate past tense and 4) use as the
positive answer while the word “in” also has many usages in
English language such as a part of the proverb. This causes the
ambiguity among the co-existing words in parallel corpus and
leads to incorrect alignment.
To improve the alignment of words, some works such as [13]
[14] [15] apply the prior knowledge, such as dictionary data
and WordNet, as a given rule set to narrow the possibility of
alignable words. They may improve the quality of aligned
words, but it traded off to the less quantity of words that can be
aligned since it is impossible to include all used lexicons, such
as named-entity, slang word, jargons, and emerging words, etc.,
in the language pair into a dictionary. Therefore, the coverage
of this approach cannot practically be used in general domain
and with a natural language input since the unknown words are
the major issue to the system, and increasing the dictionary
entry cannot be done without the burden and time-spent to
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Fig. 1 An example alignment sentence from GIZA

linguists and dictionary administrator.
In this work, our research question is to find the method to
obtain the quality of word alignment using bi-lingual
dictionary as prior knowledge to word alignment process for
machine translation application while the process remains the
quantitative benefit from co-occurrence approach. Thus, we
propose the two-step alignment framework that obtains the
quality of dictionary based and the quantity from cooccurrence based approach.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2
explains the design of the two-step alignment framework for
MT including the example of each process. Section 3 gives the
experiment setting and result. Section 4 discusses over the
result and details of the framework in practical. Section 5 gives
a conclusion of the paper and lists the related future work to
improve the framework.
II. Related work
Since this work focuses on improving a word alignment for
SMT by using a bilingual dictionary as prior knowledge, we
review the existing researches related to the enhancing word
alignment with a parallel dictionary. The main idea of a
statistical word alignment is to find the parallel semantic of
source and target word(s) in the bilingual corpus and annotate
them together as a pair of translated word(s). The common
method of a word alignment given in widely used tool, GIZA,
is to find the alignment based on co-occurrence, but
occasionally the alignment results are incorrect. A dictionary
hence is used to give the process as a constraint for a more
accurate result. The approaches using a bilingual dictionary in
SMT are exemplified below.
Zhu & Chang [14] proposed a method to apply a bilingual
dictionary as a part of training bilingual corpus. By adding a
translated pair of words into a training set, they pointed out that
the method would raise the probability score of the pair and
result in better alignment. The idea is to adjust the existing
weight of co-occurrence words to identify what should be
defined as word pair and also make the words to be known
within a training process. This method achieved an
improvement of alignment result and was reported to
outperform the baseline. In a summary, the proposed technique
is easy to apply and has an obvious result, but it has a reverse
effect on aligning low frequent words since it will reduce the
weight of those rarely used words when they are needed.
Moreover, the threshold of a number of adding the word pairs
is difficult to be determined since a word in one language can
have various translations and numbers of those pairs that
should be added is hard to adjust properly and automatically,
In addition, though this method can be flexible to cover of

adding the words with their inflected form such as a plural form,
this circumstance will also effect on adding more variety to the
weight of possible aligned word and cause more confusion to
weight of word pairs.
Y. Liu, Q. Liu, and S. Lin [16] presented an alternative
algorithm for applying dictionary as a parameter to their loglinear models word alignment framework in 2005.
Their algorithm was modified from a baseline alignment of
that time, IBM model 3, by adding parameters in an alignment
process. These additional parameters were linguistic
information including syntactic data of word and word
translation. The dictionary was used to create an initial
parameter and it was adjusted by frequency of the words
together in manual aligned parallel corpus. By joining the new
parameters with the existing parameter from the baseline, a
quality of its alignment result significantly increased since it
obtains more reliable constraints to decide the parallel words.
This approach shows high potential, but it requires a richful
resources such as a POS tagger for both languages, a sufficient
amount of examples in manual aligned corpus, and a good
bilingual dictionary. This approach will become unavailable
for those low resource languages which lacks of
aforementioned tools and corpora. Moreover, using linguistic
data as parameter cannot assure a correct aligning result since
a score of another parameter can make a confusion on deciding
and ignore the correct alignment to wanted candidate.
Some works such as Ker and Chang [17] applied dictionary
as a reference for aligning words without using parallel corpus
as a training data. Ker and Chang’s work only used a bilingual
dictionary to align the words in a bilingual text. With dice
coefficient measure, the score for each word align is calculated
and the highest score path is chosen as an alignment. For those
words which are contained in a dictionary, this approach works
effectively, but this work suffered an issue of an unknown
word since data in a dictionary cannot represent all the using
words in natural language. In details, it is impossible to include
all used lexicons in parallel corpus, such as named-entity, slang
word, jargons, emerging words, etc., into a dictionary.
Moreover, an ambiguity and a variation of a translation are
another limitation of this approach because a natural language
is likely to be used in a comparable meaning instead of a direct
word-to-word translation.
In a summary, a bilingual dictionary was used in several
parallel word alignments to improve their accuracy. It helps to
enhance the aligned output by adding a reference of possible
translation in word paring consideration. However, the
limitation of previous works can be grouped as a limit number
of lexical entries of a dictionary and the usage of it within a
statistical model. The former causes an incompetence in
quantity of word alignment because of an unknown word issue.

The latter cannot guarantee the wanted qualitative result since
it mainly relies on probability score.
III. Two-step alignment framework for MT
In this work, the new alignment process for MT is proposed.
The system employs the benefit of both co-occurrence and
prior knowledge from a dictionary. For ease of observation, the
system is designed to work separately as two steps. Fig. 2
illustrates the overview of the proposed framework. The first
step is to align the word in a parallel sentence based on
translations of a word given in a dictionary entry to guarantee
the quality of alignment, and the second step is for handling the
unaligned words by using co-occurrence to complete the
alignment of the entire sentence. The second step can handle
the numeral expression, proper-name, etc. The format of
aligned output is designed to resemble the output of GIZA
which can be used in other machine translation processes by
Moses. The required inputs of the framework are bilingual
dictionary and parallel corpus.
A. Data Preparation
As a resource for the system, data used in the framework
should be pre-processed to meet the requirements.
a. Bilingual Dictionary
The dictionary for comparing the words in two different
languages. The reference dictionary must contain the word
base entry in the root form and its possible word translation,
not the word description. To possible future usage, each entry
should contain the headwords and translated words as a
synonym set with the part of speech (POS). The idiom and
proverb should be prevented to be included since the word
matching processes can handle only word level in the current
state.

Bilingual
Corpus

b. Bilingual Corpus
The corpus is a collection of parallel sentences which will be
used as the learning source for automatic word alignment. The
word must be segmented in order to ascertain the boundary of
lexicon for word based alignment. To prevent an unnecessary
ambiguity, symbolic function markers such as full-stop and
question mark are removed. Moreover, the articles also should
be removed for the language pair of different language family
since they are frequently shown in one language while another
language does not have such function word.
B. Two-step Alignment
a. Step 1 # Dictionary-based Alignment
This process aims to map the words according to lexical entry
given in the reference dictionary. The required inputs for this
process are the reference dictionary and pre-processed parallel
corpus. It consists of 3 modules as shown in Fig. 3.
i. Word to Metric Generation Module
To efficiently compare the words in both source and target
sentence, the metric is generated. The source words are
designed to position vertically while target words are placed
horizontally.
ii. Dictionary Mapping Module
In order to find the appropriate translation of word from
source sentence, the source word is looked up in the reference
dictionary. It is possible for each source word that has several
translatable words in target language. The variation of the
translations is all listed to the word in order to compare them
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Fig. 2 An over view of the framework of 2-step alignment for SMT
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[9]. Mills-tettey et al developed to dynamic Hungarian
algorithm in 2007 [10]. We apply that to assign the best path
in the matrix.

with each of target word by the apparent likeliness.
iii. Similarity Score Calculation Module

All of the SimScores of each possible translation are
assigned in each metric slot, and the highest score will be
selected as the translation of the source word.
iv. Best-in-Slot Selection Module

Fig.3 An overview of dictionary similarity-based word alignment

Upon using dictionary as reference for word translation, it is
possible for the word in sentence to be in a different form to
the dictionary form because of an inflection, a derivation, a
different localising usage (British form and American form for
example), and a typo. Similarity score (SimScore) is exploited
to increase the chance to map the translation word in target
language. The SimScore algorithm was published by Islam and
Inkpen 2008 [8] and it is redefined to fit the framework as
followings.
We proposed an algorithm combine dictionary and string
similarity to matching lexical of source sentence with a words
in target sentence [7] . The redefine of string similarity
algorithm exposed by Islam and Inkpen 2008 [8] . The formal
of our algorithm described as following
𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑠𝑖 ,𝐷𝑖 ) [8] represents the string similarity between words.
We exploit a merge of normalized longest common
subsequence (𝑁𝐿𝐶𝑆), maximal consecutive longest common
subsequence starting at character 1(𝑁𝑀𝐶𝐿𝐶𝑆1 ) and maximal
consecutive longest common subsequence starting at any
character 𝑛 (𝑁𝑀𝐶𝐿𝐶𝑆𝑛 ). When 𝑠𝑖 is a source word we use 𝐷 to
denote dictionary, which has a set of source entries 𝑑𝑠1 , … , 𝑑𝑠𝑛
and a set of target entries𝑑𝑡1 … , 𝑑𝑡𝑛 . In the dictionary, there
is 𝐷 = {𝑑𝑠𝑖 , 𝑑𝑡𝑖−𝑡𝑜−𝑗 } . The formulae are as follows:
𝑣1 = 𝑁𝐿𝐶𝑆(𝑠𝑖 ,𝐷𝑖 ) =
𝑣2 = 𝑁𝑀𝐶𝐿𝐶𝑆1 (𝑠𝑖 ,𝐷𝑖 ) =
𝑣3 = 𝑁𝑀𝐶𝐿𝐶𝑆𝑛 (𝑠𝑖 ,𝐷𝑖 ) =

𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝐿𝐶𝑆(𝑠𝑖 ,𝐷𝑖 ))2
𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝑠𝑖 )×𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝐷𝑖 )
𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝑀𝐶𝐿𝐶𝑆1 (𝑠𝑖 ,𝐷𝑖 ))2
𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝑠𝑖 )×𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝐷𝑖 )
𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝑀𝐶𝐿𝐶𝑆𝑛 (𝑠𝑖 ,𝐷𝑖 ))2
𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝑠𝑖 )×𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝐷𝑖 )

(1)
(2)
(3)

We use the weighted sum of these individual values𝑣1 ,𝑣2 and
𝑣3 to determine string similarity score, where 𝑤1 , 𝑤2 , 𝑤3 are
weights and 𝑤1 𝑤2 𝑤3 = 1 . We set 𝑤 value by use a
linguistic knowledge as a prior knowledge then use EM
algorithm to find a significance of each parameter by 𝑣 .
Therefore, the similarity of the two strings is:
𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑠𝑖 ,𝐷𝑖 ) = 𝑤1 𝑣1 + 𝑤2 𝑣2 + 𝑤3 𝑣3 (4)
When we get a maximum similarity scores for each words in
source and target sentence. We put the results into matrix.
Then we used Hungarian algorithm propose by Kuhn 1955

Once all the metric slots are filled with SimScore, it is
possible that the values are the same in the horizontal row. To
find the most suitable translation in each slot, Hungarian
algorithm [9][10] are employed to find the best total score of
all slots.
To ascertain the translation selection in terms of accuracy, the
system is designed to be assignable of the prefer SimScore to
limit the unwanted aligning. For example, if only the words
exactly matched to the dictionary entry are wanted, the limit of
SimScore must be set to 1 which will allow the system to align
only the words with 1 SimScore. Furthermore, in case the limit
of SimScore is set to 0.8, all the words with 0.8 or higher
SimScore will be aligned. The rest of words which are not
aligned in this process will later be used in co-occurrence based
alignment in the second step.
b. Step 2 # Co-occurrence-based Alignment
From the step 1, if all of the words are not handled, there will
be the words left undone from either source or target sentence
or both. To fill the left over words, co-occurrence based
approach, i.e. GIZA, will be exploited to align the rest by using
the frequency and the statistic of co-existing. The chosen
version of GIZA in this work is the GIZA with IBM model 4
[21] since this is the base-line version for phrase base MT [22]
and hierarchical phrase base MT [23] suggested in workshop
on statistical machine translation from 2006-2013 [24] for its
best proficiency. GIZA is a freeware alignment toolkit utilizing
co-occurrence given in a parallel corpus. However, the data
sparseness from a parallel corpus often causes the word
alignment model to not indicate associations between source
and target words correctly [16] [25]. Hence, the already aligned
words from Step#1 greatly helps GIZA to reduce the
sparseness and makes it to work more effectively. For example
from Fig. 5-B, the left over words are the word in the unbold
box. From preliminary experiment, those words were aligned
in more accurate than the alignment of the full text by GIZA as
shown in Fig. 1 as for instance the word “in” (the forth English
word) was aligned and will not cause the confusion in the cooccurrence.
With GIZA, all the leftover words will be aligned even
though the word exists once or it is a named-entity. Moreover,
it allows the one to many word alignments so the rest will be
efficiently handled. Therefore, this step will increase the
quantity of an alignment to fulfil the uncertain words left from
the alignment based on a dictionary which represents for
qualitative alignment. Once GIZA aligns the rest of the words,
they will be merged with the output of Step#1.

i. Merging Word alignment
To complete the word alignment process, the output from
both step 1 and step 2 must be integrated into one completed
alignment. The output format of this process is designed to
compatible with MOSES [21]. An algorithm to merge an
output from step 1 and step 2 are described in fig.5.
# Merging Words Alignment Algorithm
DO
String C= READ LINE Colocation Word Alignment
String D = READ LINE Dictionary Similarity Word Alignment
Hash Table CW = Split String C to words
Hash Table DW = Split String D to words
FOR i =1 to DW.size
FOR j =1 to CW.size
IF DW.key[i]=CW.key[j]
SET Value in DW[i] = Value in CW[j]
END FOR
END FOR
WRITE DW to File
UNTIL end of file
Fig. 5 An algorithm to merging 2 word alignments.

IV. Experiment
To prove the potential of the proposed framework, an
experiment was set up and the result was compared to GIZA,
the widely used word alignment in SMT development.
Furthermore, the output aligned sentence was used to train
machine translation implement by using MOSES to see the
impact of the proposed method in the machine translation
practical environment.
A. Experiment Setting
The bilingual corpus used in this experiment contains ThaiEnglish parallel sentences gathered from two sources: BTEC
(Basic Travel Expression Corpus) [26] and HIT London
Olympic Corpus [27]. The total number of the sentence pairs
is 149,000 sentences while it randomly separated into three sets.
First is a training set containing 134,000 sentences. Second
contains 1,000 sentences preserving as a development set that
is for tuning the weights in the translation process. The rest of
the sentences is for testing the SMT as testing sentence set that
acquires 14,000 sentences. The reference dictionary developed
by integrating of Lexitron [28] [29], opened Thai-English
bilingual dictionary containing 40,850 lexical entries and
dictionary for RBMT [30]. Pre-process, as mentioned in data
preparation section, was applied to both sources.
The translation result training by GIZA alignment using IBM
model-4 was assigned as a baseline to compare with the
proposed method. Since the proposed system designed for
using in Thai to English SMT application, we choose MOSES
[21] for applying both alignments to get translation results for
comparison their capability. However, in MOSES, a common
method for creating word alignment models [31] requires both
of a Thai to English alignment and English to Thai alignment.
Therefore, we need to prepare these two set of alignments by
both systems. In the proposed method, a SimScore has to be set
for the Step#1, and we set a SimScore using in this experiment
as 0.9 and 0.7 for Thai to English and English to Thai
respectively as these scores produced the best result of a

preliminary experiment. The BLEU [32] [33] point from the
translation result used as a translation accuracy measurement.
B. Experiment Result
From the setting, the BLEU point results from each set up
and base-line are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 The comparation results of our framework and baseline
Thai to English machine translation
Test set
Sentence
length
Amount
1-5
4941

Average BLEU score
Baseline
Baseline +Dictionary
2Step
44.17 44.27(+0.07)
47.81(+3.64)

6-10

5777

28.47

28.54(+0.05)

29.44(+0.97)

11-15

2004

22.53

22.58(+0.05)

24.23(+1.70)

16-20

733

19.08

19.13(+0.04)

20.10(+1.02)

21-30

472

15.93

15.97(+0.04)

17.16(+1.23)

31-50

73

16.27

16.31(+0.04)

16.36(+0.08)

total

14000

32.18

32.26(+0.08)

34.27(+2.09)

From the result, the proposed system against a renowned
existing parallel word alignment, GIZA, we applied an
alignment model from both systems to MOSES for proving its
usefulness in a practical machine translation usage and
exploited a BLEU score as a measurement. The case study in
this work focused on Thai to English translation. Our
framework shows potential over the baseline and baseline with
dictionary for having better BLEU point for 2.09 and 2.01
points respectively in the overall translation result.
V. Conclusion
This paper presents a new method to develop a parallel word
alignment for using in statistical-based machine translation.
The main idea relies on the separation of the process into two
steps. The first step is to consult the mapping with a dictionary
entry to assure the quality of word alignment. To enhance a
matching the minor typo and word inflections, the similarity
score calculation to possibly match a dictionary entry to a
practical word which perchance slightly varies in an
appearance. The second step is designed to handle the
unknown words left from the first step according to co-existing
words in a parallel text to complete the alignment in terms of a
quantity based on existing evidence. By testing the proposed
system against a renowned existing parallel word alignment,
GIZA, we applied an alignment model from both systems to
MOSES for proving its usefulness in a practical machine
translation usage and exploited a BLEU score as a
measurement. The case study in this work focused on Thai to
English translation. The result showed that the proposed
system works better against the baseline as obtaining the higher
BLEU point for 2.09 points from the translation outputs.
To improve the proposed system, we plan to include a
phrasal bilingual dictionary to cover a proverb usage in first
step matching for preventing confusion from a comparable
sentence. Moreover, we plan to implement a method to handle
language diversity from across language typology by using
predefined rules to capture grammatical expressions in a
sentence and transform them into a universal tag for reducing
ambiguity. Last, an extended method to capture similar words

will be researched for reducing the unknown word issue in the
quality based alignment step.
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